
DATES TO REMEMBER
DATE ACTIVITY

28th October Water watch incursion
1st November Melbourne cup
31st October Curriculum day
21st November ‘States of Matter’ incursion
12th - 16th December Swimming
16th December Meet the teacher and reports home
19th December Bowling excursion and end of year celebration
20th December Last day of school - early finish

Welcome to Term Four

Hello to all Grade 4 parents and carers. We hope everyone was able to take time to relax and enjoy the
holiday break. It has been an excellent start to Term 4! Coming back from camp we have noticed a
lovely bond across the three classes. There are many exciting events happening this term including
science incursions, swimming and an end of year celebration!

Learning topics
Maths Fractions, Money, Chance and Probability, Decimals

Writing 6+1 Traits of writing

Reading Exploring different text types, Reorganisation and Evaluation

Values Identity

Inquiry Forces (magnetic, fraction, gravity) and states of matter

Orthography Grapheme - phoneme relationships and word origins

The Grade Four Team welcomes parent/guardian communication about their child's learning. To get in
contact with your teacher, email the school with the subject line addressing the teacher. Alternatively,
teachers will be at the Grade 3/4 dismissal area after school for 5 minutes.











Term Four English

Reading

Students will be exploring a variety of reading materials including guided reading books, posters, diagrams,
newspaper articles, electronic media and will complete tasks independently or collaboratively. Some areas that we
will continue to focus on poetry, reorganising and evaluating texts, reader’s theatre and visualising with poetry. This
term students have a great opportunity to build on their knowledge in guided reading, small teaching groups and
individual conferences. This will be supported by students independently putting new knowledge and strategies into
practice and to set learning goals.

Writing

Term Four will be a great opportunity for students to continue to practise the wide variety of skills they were
exposed to during our Story in a Bag writing sessions in Term 3. Our writing lessons will focus on the 6 + 1
Traits of Writing, a detailed program which exposes students to the specific characteristics of writing which
can be used in a variety of genres. The program will form the foundation of Writers Workshop which will be
formally introduced in 2023. In addition, students will develop skills to recognise procedural texts and
experiment with a variety of poetry writing techniques. The writing program will be supported by a detailed
grammar planner which will focus on word and phrase types, the use of specific punctuation techniques as
well as revising tense and the composition of similes and metaphors.

Speaking and Listening

In Term Four, students will have opportunities to explore and practise important skills that develop their
ability to share and clarify ideas, focusing on the content and purpose of the information (e.g. entertaining,
information and/or influencing others). This is a wonderful chance for students to hone in on spoken
language features such as pronunciation, volume, pace and expression to enhance meaning. Students will do
this through presentations and class discussions.

Orthography

Students will continue to explore the origin of words, their meaning and how they relate to other words
through prefixes and suffixes, as well as looking at grapheme-phoneme relationships (the letters that
represent sounds, e.g. tray → the /ay/ is also written as /eigh/ in sleigh and /a/ in baby).

Term Four Student Values and Wellbeing

In Values this term the students will be exploring their individuality, the concept of identity, gender norms
and positive gender relationships. Students will explore their own identity in order to acknowledge, respect
and celebrate differences in identity across the world and in our community. This will lay the groundwork
for students exploring gender norms and stereotypes in society, giving them the skills to maintain positive
gender relationships moving forward in life.



Term Four Mathematics

Fractions
Students will continue their study of fractions by expanding their knowledge to identify and represent
sevenths, eighths, ninths, elevenths and twelfths. The students will also expand into improper fractions and
mixed numerals. In applying these skills students will learn to count in fraction parts, compare and order
fractions with different denominators and place fractions on a number line.

Decimals
Building on their work in fractions, students will be taught how to make the connection to decimal numbers.
They will be able to recognise that the place value system can be extended to tenths and hundredths.

Money
Applying their skills learnt in fractions and decimals, students will learn to use money to the nearest five
cents. This includes solving problems involving purchases and the calculation of change to the nearest five
cents with and without digital technologies.

Chance
Students will learn to describe possible everyday events and order their chance of occurring. They will
further apply their knowledge to describe probability using fractions and extend themselves to the
construction of chance games.

Students are encouraged to keep up with maths facts practice at home. Resources can be found on the
schools website: https://www.cobw.vic.edu.au/page/186/Maths-Home-Learning

Term Four Inquiry

Inquiry in Term Four will be focused on both Physical and Chemical Sciences. In the first half of the term
the students will look into how forces can be exerted by one object on another through direct contact or from
a distance. In particular the students will explore magnetic forces by constructing various experiments
involving magnets, friction and gravity. The second half of the term will be focused around states of matter.
Through experimentation, students will investigate how a change of state between solid and liquid can be
caused by adding or removing heat, and how this can be applied to the world around us. An incursion run by
‘Hands on Science’ will support students learning in week 8.

Thank you for reading.
From the Grade 4 team.

Please continue to check your students' Google Classroom as home learning will be posted each week. This
terms focus is:

- Reading 20 minutes a day entered into a reading log
- Additional Writing, Maths and Orthography activities

https://www.cobw.vic.edu.au/page/186/Maths-Home-Learning

